The sensitivity and specificity of Hachinski's Ischaemic Score (IS) in the diagnosis of the vascular aetiology of dementia was studied in a series of 32 demented patients, dementia of the Alzheimer type (16), multi-infarct dementia (7), mixed dementia (6), Pick's disease (3), with neuropathological diagnosis as the point of reference. The IS distinguished between primary degenerative dementia and multi-infarct or mixed dementia. As single features of the IS "a positive hisNeurological Institute, tory of stroke" and "a fluctuating course"
dementia (MID).'2 The PDD of Alzheimer's type (DAT) is the most frequent type of dementia in the elderly, having a two-to fourfold incidence compared with MID. 34 The coexistence of DAT and MID, commonly labelled as mixed dementia (MIX), is seen in about 10% of demented patients and further complicates this discrimination. In 1975, Hachinski et al5 described the "ischaemic score" (IS) as an empirical scale for the clinical differentiation between PDD and MID. Thirteen items were scored one or two points according to a handbook of clinical psychiatry. 6 Hachinski et al found a sum score of four or less indicative of patients with PDD and a sum score of seven or more for MID patients. This scale has been used in numerous clinical dementia studies. The validity of the IS, however, has been questioned and modified versions have been proposed (table 1) , most of them having differing maximal scores and/or include additional items. '7-4 In view of the clinical importance of distinguishing between DAT and MID, further prospective clinico-pathological studies on the accuracy of the IS are necessary. We tried to validate the IS in a prospective clinicopathological study of a consecutive series of 32 demented elderly patients.
Material and methods
The series includes necropsies on 32 consecutive, demented chronic inpatients from the neurology department of a geriatric hospital. Females were over-represented because of a ratio of five female:one male wards. Dementia was diagnosed according to the DSM-III-R criteria. ' The IS was rated one month after admission between six months and 4 1 years before death. A history of the course of the disease was available in each patient from an interview with the patient and a close informant. The IS used was a German translation of the original scale of Hachinskis and had a maximum score of eighteen (IS-HACH). To increase the reliability of the scale we gave descriptions for each clinical feature of the IS according to the literature.56 Scores according to Rosen (IS-ROSEN) were also calculated.7 In German speaking neurology there is no distinction between "objective neurological signs" and "subjective neurological symptoms". On the other hand cranial CT should be available for every demented patient. We therefore put together two items of the IS into the new item "neurological signs and/or symptoms (two points)" and introduced a new item "definite cerebral infarct on cranial CT (two points)", which had been proposed previously.81" 14 Details of the neuropathological procedure have been described elsewhere.4 Due to the design of the study the neuropathological criteria were only applied in clinically demented patients. Morphological criteria for "pure" DAT followed the inclusion criteria (Al, A2 or A3) and the exclusion criterion Vi by Tierney et al.l9 The morphological criteria for the diagnosis of dementia due to vascular causes were the absence of Tierney's inclusion criteria (Al, A2 and A3) and the presence of 1) one or more large cerebral infarcts or extensive cortical granular atrophy; 2) diffuse or multiple focal white matter damage with small disseminated infarcts or lacunes but relatively preserved cerebral cortex-Binswanger's subcortical vascular encephalopathy;20 3 According to some authors, the IS is able to correctly identify MIX patients, who should score five to six on Hachinski's IS.8 13 Using these cut-offpoints, only 50% ofpatients of our series were classified correctly: all MIX patients were labelled as MID; five DAT patients were labelled as MIX and further four DAT patients were labelled as MID; one MID patient was labelled as PDD. Table 2 shows the percentages of "Yes" answers regarding each item of the IS in MID-MIX versus PDD patients. The adjusted alpha-error for 13 comparisons was 0.05/ 13 = 0 004. Two items of the IS significantly differentiated between PDD and MID-MIX. One was "history of stroke" which was found positive in 84-6% of MID-MIX patients against 10 5% of PDD patients; the other was "fluctuating course", which was found in 76-9% of MID-MIX against 21-1% of PDD patients. Before adjustment of alpha-error two more items of the IS would have been found significant. Of the MID-MIX patients, 61 5% showed "neurological signs or symptoms" and 84-6% had at least one definite infarct on CT. Nevertheless, 21-1% of PDD patients showed "neurological signs or symptoms" and 42-1 % showed "a definite infarct" on CT.
DISCRIMINATIVE POWER OF SINGLE FEATURES OF THE ISCHAEMIC SCORE
There were no significant differences between MID patients and MIX patients or between DAT patients and patients with Pick's disease regarding any item of the IS. The usefulness of the IS depends on the purpose of it's application. We found it to be of no advantage in the differential diagnosis of MID, MIX and PDD nor in the selection of patients with MID or MID-MIX in a consecutive series of elderly institutionalised patients. However, the IS may be used to exclude patients with vascular pathogenesis of dementia from studies of PDD, for example, pharmacological drug trials in DAT. The application of the IS in epidemiological studies on dementia may lead to overdiagnosis of MID, because a considerable percentage of PDD patients will be labelled as vascular dementia.
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